Observation on royalties and similar
taxes – ‘An updated overview’
Oil and gas upstream in Europe
September 2015

Background and methodology
 Fiscal and regulatory framework plays an important role in the overall economics of
oil & gas business, given its long term business cycle. Commissioned by Federatia
Patronala de Petrol si Gaze (“FPPG”), we conducted an analysis using publicly
available information as of 2013 and, in February 2015, we issued our report
observing the various “Royalty and similar taxes” in various European countries as a
percentage of revenues. The current report is a brief update of the previous report,
using 2014 data.
Actual Royalties and similar taxes differ from nominal rates
 The update must be considered within the limitation that every field is different let
alone two countries. Royalties and sector specific taxes are driven by national
priorities, market reality and in recent months also had been affected by or are in the
process of revision due to the severe decline of oil prices.
 To have a more thorough understanding the update should be read together with
February 2015 report.
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Executive summary
 We have been commissioned by Federatia Patronala Petrol si Gaze
(“FPPG”) to carryout an update on our report issued for them in
February this year that was based on 2013 information, considering
the changes that took place between 2013 and 2014.

 This updated overview is performed as of 2014, except where
explained otherwise. The updated overview is constructed based on
publicly available information and doing an average computation
purely on a mathematical basis for Europe*), that hopefully can help
one step in bringing some focus and basic input to the discussion
that should be further built on more extensive analysis and
commonly agreed approach.
 In most of the countries with sizeable oil & gas production a
declining trend is noted. Additionally there are a number fiscal
changes to take effect from 2015. We have only looked at some
countries and they are included at the end.

*) excluding CIS
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Executive summary
 Keeping all the limitations in mind that can affect the results, a simple arithmetical
average for the European producing countries would come to 11.7%, while the
average of the closest comparable European producing countries based on well
productivity would be 7.5%. At present, Romania has an average observable royalty
and similar tax as a percentage of revenue of 15.7% computed as of June 30, 2015
(15% as of December 31, 2014), arising from the main companies SNGN Romgaz
SA and OMV Petrom SA with 19.3% and 14.1% respectively (21.1% and 13.2%
respectively as of December 31, 2014).
 If we make a comparison between the average observable royalty and similar tax
as of 2014 versus 2013 we notice the following major movers:
 Romania: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate increased from
13.9% (9m/14) to 15.0% (12m/14) and to 15.7% (6m/15) .This trend is primarily
resulting from:
•

Higher proportion of gas versus oil;

•

The overall production mix, gas being taxed with a supplementary tax of 60% on
price increase resulting from the allowance under the liberalization calendar.
Average non household gas price changed from 58.7 lei/MWH during 2013 to
85.1 lei/MWH during 2014 and average gas price for house hold increased from
47.4 lei/MWH to 52.3 lei/MWH;

•

Although oil price declined in the second half of 2014, royalties charge formula
uses reference price of preceding three months; in a declining market this
resulted in a higher percentage of royalties.
6
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Executive summary
 Italy: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate decreased from 14.4%
(2013) to 11.7% (2014). Italy had a profit surcharge on oil & Gas and energy
companies. The profit tax surcharge nominal rate was reduced from 10.5%
(2013) to 6.5% (2014); this combined with lower profitability due to declining
prices in 2014, resulted in an overall reduction in the percentage
 United Kingdom: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate as a
percentage of revenues decreased from 11.3% (2013) to 6% (2014). A number
of factors can be noted for 2014:
•

Decline in overall combined oil & gas average prices;

•

Increased maturity of fields requiring investments meant an increase of
investments from GBP 14.4 billion to GBP 14.8 billion while the actual
production was down by approximatively 2%;

•

Operating costs increased from GBP 8.9 billion to GBP 9.6 billion;

•

Production mix has high gas volume of lesser value than oil;

•

Structural issues given a large number of marginal fields requiring various
allowances and incentives such as small fields, ultra heavy brownfield, etc.
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Executive summary
 Norway: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate decreased from
22.5% (2012) to 18.8% (2014) due to lower profitability in 2014 compared to
2012 (there was no information for 2013 at issuance of our previous report) due
to: decrease in average realized oil price 90.6 USD/bbl (2014) vs 104.5 USD/bbl
(2012) and average realized gas price 1.57 NOK/scm vs 1.84 NOK/scm
correlated with an increase in investments in 2014 and 2013 vs 2012 and 2011
leads to a higher depreciation charge and also due to increase in exploration
2014 vs 2012 (exploration is fully deductible when incurred)
 Hungary: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate decreased from
25.3% (2013) to 22.9% (2014) due to decrease of oil and gas royalty rates by
6% in Q4 2014 applicable to most fields, as Brent price was below 80 USD/bbl,
while in 2013 royalty rates were at highest level as Brent price was above 90
USD/bbl. This decrease of royalty rates of 6% in Q4 2014 is mentioned in article
20 (4) of Mining Law. For gas fields commissioned prior 1998 formula includes a
mechanism which leads to a gradual decrease of royalty rates, due to k factor
mentioned at article 20 (3) par. ba) of Mining Law.
 Austria: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate increased from
17.6% (2013) to 21.2% (2014) due to the fact that during 2014 the nominal
royalty rates applicable in Austria increased compared to 2013 for both oil &
gas.
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Executive summary
 Germany: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate decreased from
18.6% (2013) to 17.3% (2014) due mostly to decrease of gas royalties from
Lower Saxony (74.5% in total royalties in 2014 vs 76.3% in 2013), which have a
higher level of taxation compared to oil from both lands and gas from SchleswigHolstein.
 France: the average observable royalty and similar tax rate increased from
3.9% (2012) to 6.6% (2014) (no information available for 2013 at the issuance of
our previous report) due to lower gas production 0,07 bn cm in 2014 vs. 1,08 bn
cm in 2012; gas has 0% royalties due to low production fields vs oil royalties of
0-9%.
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1 For

- Out of which 9.7%/9.4% permanent taxation

11.7%

categorization purposes, same production data is used as per previous report. 2014 production/well update might be different
taxation includes royalties, construction tax, tax on crude oil sales, while temporary taxation refers to supplementary tax for Oil & Gas introduced in 2013

2 Permanent
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Fiscal Regime Changes
2014 _ 2015
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Fiscal regimes changes European countries
2014 _ 20151)
United Kingdom
 Extensive consultations with industry on measures to incentivize investments and maintain jobs in oil and gas
sector of North Sea
 Reduction of supplementary charge (“SC”) from 32% to 20% starting 01.01.2015
 Reduction of petroleum revenue tax (“PRT”)2) from 50% to 35% for periods ending after 31.12.2015
 Introduction of a 62.5% of investment allowance for expenditure incurred after 1 April 2015:
 Deduction additional to investment costs and may lead to an effective SC rate significantly lower than 20%
 Transitional provisions will be implemented for fields that benefited from other allowances
 Introduction of a 62.5% of investment allowance for high pressure high temperature oil & gas projects from a cluster
area which encourage exploration and appraisal for surrounding area
 Extension to 10 years of the ring fence expenditure supplement which provides an uplift of 10% on a company’s
closing loss ring fence loss pool at the end of an accounting period. Previously, only 6 claims could be made.
 In the summer Budget statement it was confirmed that additional categories of expenditure would be added in the
scope of investment allowance
Italy
 In February 2015 CIT surcharge (6.5% in 2015) applicable to several industries, including upstream oil & gas, was
declared unconstitutional.
 The CIT surcharge will not be applicable starting the date of publication of decision of the Constitutional Court

1) Given the extensive nature and continuous update, we may not have captured all the changes. These are some of the key changes noted to date.
2) Petroleum revenue tax applies to fields developed prior to 1993
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Fiscal regimes changes European countries
2014 _ 2015
Germany Lower Saxony
 Reduction of royalties starting with 01.01.2015:
 gas: 7.5% - 30% instead of 9.25% - 37%
 oil: 0%/9%/18% instead of 0%/9.5%/19%
Germany Schleswig-Holstein
 Implementation of a price sliding scale royalty for oil with rates of 21-40% starting with 01.01.2015; For oil price
per ton up to 556 EUR per ton royalty rate is 21%

 Gas royalty for producing fields is maintained at 18% while for the new fields will apply a 40% royalty
Romania
 Elimination of construction tax. According to New Fiscal Code, construction tax will be maintained in 2016 and it is
intended to be eliminated starting 2017.
 Elimination of tax on crude oil from domestic production (18.95 RON/ton in 2015)
Hungary
 Reduction of royalty from 12% to 2% for non-conventional oil & gas fields and those which require special
exploitation methods
Estonia
 Increase of mineral extraction tax to 2 EUR / ton of oil shale extracted from 1.39/1.67 EUR /ton
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Limitations and acknowledgments
Methodology:
In compiling information, we have used only publicly available information, as indicated
at various places within the analysis and summarized at the end. To keep objectivity,
inference has been kept to minimum, in line with the objective of the analysis to
present an overview. The extent of publicly available information, especially information
from the regulators and other relevant bodies, varies from country to country that
creates inherent limitation. Such limitations are highlighted within each country snap
shot.
Limitations:
The analysis is not a regulatory advice, assessment of various other regulatory
frameworks. It has limited relevance in terms of comparability except highlighting
information based on publicly available information that can facilitate a further analysis
and debate.
Carrying out such a broad level analysis has inherent limitations due to difference in
various countries economic conditions, Oil & Gas industry history and relevant
importance to that country, offshore vs. onshore, gas vs. oil, size and age of the field
and inability to capture the complexities of all variations in different systems.
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Limitations and acknowledgments

No detailed discussions with reporting entities or regulatory bodies were carried out to
appreciate broad understanding of the publicly available information. Any reader of this
analysis must read this report as an indicative analysis and not as a basis for investment
decision, understanding project linked Government take analysis or for management
decision making.
Deloitte was commissioned by “Federatia Patronala Petrol si Gaze” (“FPPG”), to perform
an overview of the observable effective royalty and similar taxes in Oil & Gas industry
across Europe, in order to have a comparative analysis. Any other party should carry out
a thorough analysis for their own needs gathering and using the relevant information.
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Limitations and acknowledgments
The reader agrees that Deloitte, its partners and employees neither owe nor accept
any duty or responsibility to it, whether by contract or law (including without limitations
negligence and breach of any other responsibility), and shall not be liable in respect of
any loss, damage or expense whatsoever, which is caused by any use of the reader
may choose to make of this report, or which is otherwise consequent upon the gaining
of access to the report by the reader, the reader agrees that this report cannot be
copied or reproduced, in whole or in part, in any public or legal document or agreement
without Deloitte’s prior written consent.

Deloitte in the process of compiling this analysis, has used publicly available data and
makes no representation in respect of independently auditing this information or
verifying the completeness of accuracy of this information.
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References and sources
Romania
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://intranet.petrom.com/SecurityServlet/secure?cid=1255761726061&lang=en&swa_
id=471979134223.73834&swa_site=wps.vp.petromintranet
http://www.omvpetrom.com/SecurityServlet/secure?cid=1255764915379&lang=ro&swa
_site=wps.vp.petromcom&swa_nav=Investor+Relations%7C%7CInvestor+Reports+an
d+Presentations%7C%7CAnnual+Reports%7C%7C&swa_pid=%5BObjectIDImpl+%27
Z6_0O58QJAC2E0GIHM
Financial statements-Romgaz 2014, H1 2015
Financial statements-OMV Petrom 2014
OMV Petrom Investor Presentation 2014, H1 2015
National Institute of Statistics (INS) – Monthly Statistics Bulletin, Jan 2014, pg. 58,59
Oil Law from 2004
Ordinance no. 7/2013 regarding taxation of the supplementary revenues obtained as a
consequence of deregulation of prices from the natural gas sector
Ordinance no. 6/2013 regarding the implementation of special measures regarding taxation
of natural resources, others than natural gas
Fiscal Code
Group Annual Report 2012/ pg. 161
SNGN Romgaz SA, Board of Directors Report 2013
Annual Report OMV Petrom 2013
SNGN Romgaz SA Prospectus 2013
OMV Petrom SA, Q2 2014 Results
SNGN Romgaz SA Statutory Financial Statements for the year ended 2013
OMV Petrom SA, Investors presentation Q3 2014
SNGN Romgaz SA , Interim IFRS Financial Statements for the 9 month-period ended
September 30, 2014

Poland
•
•
•
•

•
•

Serbia

Italy
•
•
•
•

Eni Integrated Annual Report 2014
Authorities Report for 2013, Directorate General for Mineral and Energy
Resources (DGRME) – Annual Report 2014
Law for the royalty regime and other taxes applicable for oil & gas industry
Eni Annual Report for 2013
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Directors’ Report on the Operations of the PGNIG Group in 2014; page 37
Directors’ Report on the Operations of PGNiG S.A. in 2014; pg 9
Authorities Report for 2013, Polish Geological Institute website: 2014 Polish
Geological Institute – National Research Institute
Geological and Mining Law (including amendments stemming from Act of 11
July 2014 and others)
Act on the tax extraction of certain minerals - 2 March 2014
Act on Special Hydrocarbon Tax - 25 July 2014
PGNIG Annual Report 2013
PGNIG Corporate Presentation - Financial Results FY2013

•
•
•
•
•

Nafta Industrijia Srbije A.D -Annual Report 2014
Nafta Industrijia Srbije A.D -Consolidated FS 2014
NIS Financial Statements for 2013 and Annual Report for 2013
Law regarding oil & gas taxes
Information disclosed by NIS on its website
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Croatia
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turkey

Annual Energy Report – Ministry of Economy, Rep. of Croatia
Decree On Fees For Exploration And Production Of Hydrocarbons, from 19
March 2014
INA Group - Auditors Report for 2013
INA d.d. Financial Report 2013
Results and activities 2013 INA
MOL 2013 Annual Report

•
•
•
•

UK
•
•

•
•

•

http://www.2010.voa.gov.uk/rli/static/HelpPages/English/faqs/faq146what_are_the_current_multipliers.html
http://www.voa.gov.uk/corporate/statisticalReleases/nDRDecRV20052010Local
RatingListsEnglandAndWales.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/4
38737/Statistics_of_government_revenues_from_UK_oil_and_gas_production_
June_2015.pdf
Authorities Reports/ Statistics/Associations Reports:
A - Department of Energy & Climate Change “Digest of Petroleum & Gas UK
energy statistics (DUKES)”
B – Valuation Office Agency, non-domestic ratable values: 2005 and 2010;
Local Rating Lists: England and Wales, as at Dec 31, 2010
C – Oil&Gas UK, Economic Report 2014
D – HM Revenue & Customs, Statistics of Government Revenues from UK oil
and gas production
E – Department of Energy & Climate Change, UKCS Well Abandonment DECC
perspective
F – UK onshore Oil&Gas (UK OOG), Licensed Areas
Legislation regarding oil & gas taxes
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Turkish Petroleum Corporation Annual Report for 2013
Law for the royalties rates
Information disclosed by Turkish Petroleum Corporation on its website
Transatlantic Petroleum Annual Report 2013

Denmark
•

Danish Energy Agency - Oil & Gas Production in Denmark 2013 and subsoil use

•

Legislation regarding Oil&Gas related taxes

Norway
•
•
•

http://www.norskpetroleum.no/en/economy/governments-revenues/#tax
http://www.norskpetroleum.no/en/production/production-of-oil-and-gas/
Statoil Annual Report 2014
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Hungary
•
•
•
•
•

Authorithies report (banyajaradek_jelentes) for 2014
Integrated Annual Report 2014
Sales DXE, AR
http://molgroup.info/en/investor-relations/download-centre#03_annual_reports
MOL
MOL, Hungarian Oil&Gas Public Limited Company, Annual Report 2013
The Act XLVIII of 1993 on Mining in Hungarian:
Information disclosed by MOL (website/ investors presentation)

Austria
•
•
•
•

Greece
•
•

•
•

http://www.energean.com/theenergeanstory/
http://www.ypodomes.com/index.php/energeia/petrelaio-agogoi/item/16268%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%BB%CE%AC-%CE%BD%CE%AD%CE%B1%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1-kavala-oil-%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%B9energean-%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%84%CE%B1%CE%BA%CE%BF%CE%B9%CF%84%CE%AC%CF%83%CE%BC%CE%B1
%CF%84%CE%B1%CF%80%CE%B5%CF%84%CF%81%CE%B5%CE%BB%CE%B1%CE%AF%
CE%BF%CF%85-%CF%83%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%BD%CF%80%CF%81%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%BF
Kavala Oil Financials 2013/ information disclosed by Kavala Oil S.A.
Regulations establishing the taxation for different concession agreements
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OMV Annual Report 2014
Authorities Report Österreichisches Montan-Handbuch 2014
Law for the royalties rates and excise legislation
OMV annual report 2013

Czech Rep.
•
•
•
•

MINERAL-COMMODITY-SUMMARIES-CZECH-REPUBLIC-2014
Authorities report
Mineral Commodity Summaries Of The Czech Republic 2013 Statistical Data To
2012, Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic
Law regarding oil & gas taxation
Lama Energy Report 2013
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Lithuania

Spain
•

•
•

Repsol upstream Spain 2014

•

France

Albania
•
•
•

Bankers Petroleum Consolidated FS 2014
Bankers Petroleum Ltd Consolidated Interim Financial Statements June 30,
2014/ Bankers Petroleum Ltd Management’s Discussion & Analysis 2013, Q3
2014
Petroleum Law no. 7746 dated 28 July 1993 amended

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Tethys Oil- Annual Report 2014
Tethys Oil 2013 Financial Statements/ Lotos – Directors’Report on the
Operations of the Lotus Group in 2013/ Tethys Oil – Presentation March 13,
2013
Law on amending Law on Tax and Petroleum and Natural Gas Resources, 20
May 2013

Vermilion Annual Report 2014
FR1: Authorities Report 2012 published by Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development and Energy
Ordonnance n°2011-91 du 20 janvier 2011 - art. Annexe
Arrêté du 6 décembre 2013 fixant les tarifs des redevances communale et
départementale des mines prévus aux articles 1519 et 1587 du code général
des impôts applicables en 2013
2013 Annual Report of Vermillion
2012 Annual Report of Vermillion
Presentation historique de l’exploitation 2014 published by Ministry of Ecology,
Sustainable Development and Energy
Civil liability, financial security and compensation claims for offshore oil and gas
activities in the European Economic Area – Final Report 2014
Authorities Report 2013 published by Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development and Energy
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Netherlands

Germany
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jahresbericht 2014
DEA Deutsche Erdoel AG
BASF Annual Report 2014
WEG Jahresbericht Statistik
PRD Energy MDA Dec 31,2014
http://www.erdoel-erdgas.de/Themen/Zahlen-und-Fakten/Foerderabgaben
https://www.unternehmensregister.de/ureg/result.html;jsessionid=C96856BF8E93CA39
12DA2DA93A426FFD.web04-1?submitaction=showDocument&id=15211596
Authorities Report 2013 published by Business Association Petroleum and Natural Gas
Association (Jahresbericht 2013)
Business Association Petroleum and Natural Gas Association Themes / Numbers and
facts / Royalties
Federal Mining-Act
BASF Annual report 2013
RWE Dea Annual report 2013
Civil liability, financial security and compensation claims for offshore oil and gas
activities in the European Economic Area – Final Report 2014
Lower Saxony Regulation on the field - and the mining royalties
State Ordinance on the field - and royalties
Wintershall website, Germany, Mittelplate
IEA - Executive Summary and key recommendations 2013

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulgaria

Ireland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Energy authority of Ireland 2014
https://www.kildarestreet.com/wrans/?id=2014-03-11a.77&s=gas+cubic+feet#g79.r
https://www.kildarestreet.com/wrans/?id=2015-02-19a.579&s=royalty+2014-0101..2015-07-31#g581.r
http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=45&t=8
http://www.eia.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/docs/unitswithpetro.cfm
Ireland's Energy Balance 2014 ProvisionalIR1: Kinsale Energy Operations information
(website)
Public available information regarding royalties regime (KildareStreet.com)
Review of Ireland’s Oil & Gas Fiscal System _ May 2014 (Wood Mackenzie)
BASF Annual Report 2012
UK Oil&Gas association report 2013
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EBN Annual Report 2014
Authorities Report 2013 published by Ministry of Economic Affairs
Oil and gas taxation in the Netherlands – Deloitte taxation and investment
guides
EBN Annual Report 2013
Groningen Report 2013
Civil liability, financial security and compensation claims for offshore oil and
gas activities in the European Economic Area – Final Report 2014
OIL & GAS Security – Emergency Response of IEA Countries 2012
EBN Focus on Dutch Oil & Gas 2014

•
•

•

Petroceltic Annual Report for 2013
Law regarding Oil and Gas Taxation
Regulations on the principles and methods used for determining the concession
remuneration in regard to the underground natural resources extraction as per
the order set in the Underground Natural Resources Act
Adopted by Ordinance of the Council of Ministers No127 dated 21.06.1999,
promulgated in State Gazette, issue 59 dated 29.06.1999, amended and
supplemented, issue 46 dated 12.06.2007
Oil&Gas Exploration and Production PLC Sofia website/ Equipment and
Facilities
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Slovakia
•

Law regarding oil & gas taxes

Spain
•
•

Slovenia
•

Slovenia/Hungary Ascent Resources PLC _ October 2010_ Field appraisal &
Development) Pannonian Basin

Estonia
•

EIA (US Energy Information Association)

** ENI – World Oil & Gas Review 2014
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Estonia: Eesti Annual Report 2013

Norway

Others
*

Repsol, Annual Report 2013
Legislation regarding oil & gas taxation

•
•
•

“Fact 2014” Report _ The Norwegian Petroleum Sector”/ Factpages, Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate
Legislation regarding oil & gas related taxes
Statoil Annual Report 2013
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